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\Ve have developed an optical clock based on a laser whose frcqucncy is lockcd to a single,
laser-cooled IWHg’ ion and that uses a femtosecond laser and microstructure fiber lo phasccoherently divide the optical frequency to a countablc nlicrowave frequency. Thc measured
short-temi stability in the optical domain Js about an order of magnitude higher than the best
cesium-fountain clock. The estimated value of the electric-quadrupole fTequency shift of the
(F = 0, nip= 0) - *DS,~
(F = 2, niF= 0) clock transition is givcn.

1. Introduction
An important measure of the performance of an atomic clock is the frequency

stability of its locked reference oscillator. For a given linewidth and atom number,
the stability of an oscillator that is steered to resonance with an atomic transition is
directly proportional to the frequency of the oscillator. Hence, a clock operating at a
frequency in the optical region of the electromagnetic spectrum (“ 10” Hz) could be
many orders of magnitude more stable than clocks operating at a frequency in the
microwave region of the spectrum (=
Hz). In fact, it is possible to exchange
some of the potential gain in stability for higher accuracy by using only a small
number of atoms that are confined to a small volume in space. Ilowever, only
recently has there been a practical device that is capable of faithfully “counting”
each cycle of the optical radiation in order to generate time. In these Proceedings
(see also the contributions by E. Curtis cf al. and S. Diddams c f al.), we report on
research at NIST toward the realization of highly stable and accurate optical
timepieces [ I ] that use a femtosecond laser and a microstructure fiber as the
“clockwork” to phase-coherently divide down the optical frequency to a countable
microwave frequency [2-91. Here, we concentrate on the description of the mercury
optical standard, where the frequency of an optical oscillator is short-term stabilized
by locking to the resonance of a high-finesse cavity [IO] and long-term stabilized by
locking its harmonic to the narrow resonance of the 2SI/z(F = 0, ml;=0) - 2DjI2(F =
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2, inF= 0) electric-quadrupole-allowed transition (282 nm or 1.064 PHz) of a single,
laser-cooled 199Hg+ion [ 111. This system has demonstrated better stability (and
anticipates higher accuracy) than that of the microwave cesium-fountain standards
[1,11]. We describe its present and anticipated performance, and briefly present its
main limitation.

2. Stability of atonuc clocks
The Allan deviation sY(z)providcs a convenient mcasurc of the fractional frcqucncy
instability of a clock as a function of averaging time z [ 121. For an oscillator locked
to an atomic transition of frequencyfo and linewidth AX

where Afm, is the measured frequency fluctuation, N is the number of atoms, and T
is the cycle time (the time required to make a single determination of the line
center) with .r > T. This expression assumes that technical noise is reduced to a
sufficiently small level sucli that the quantum-mechanical atomic projection noise is
the dominant stability limit [13,14] and that the signal contrast is 100 76. If we
further assume that the signal linewidth Af = 1/2T ( i t . , Ramsey interrogation and
zero dead time), then [IS]

In both cases, the fractional frequency instability increases if the signal contrast is
less than 100 %, which could be caused, for example, by technical noise that is
comparable to, or greater than the quantum projection noise, or a laser linewidth
that exceeds the inverse probe time. The contrast can also be degraded if the ion is
not strongly confined in the Lamb-Dicke Iimit where the average quantumoccupation number <n> < 1 [I(;]. If <n> > I , then fluctuations in n from
measurement cycle LO measurement cycle can cause variations in the transition
probability of the ion [17], which reduce the signal contrast.
The signal contrast and clock stability is also fundamentally diminished as
the probe period approaches the natural lifetime ZD of the metastable stale. In this
case, the signal strength decreases because the ion can decay during the probe and
detection period. A quantitative treatment that includes decay shows that the
for Ranisey excitation is nominally the same
optimum probe time to minimize ay(.tl
as the metastable liretime [ 181. For this case, q ( Z ) is degraded by nearly a factor 2
comparcd lo the case of an equivalent probe time without atomic decay. Thus,

.
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assuming zero dead time and <n> < I, the optimum stability is approximately given
by

where T = T

~ .

3. The optical frequency standard

Our optical frequency standard is based on a single, nearly motionless and
uiiperturbed Ig9Hg+ion that is confined in a cryogenic, spherical Paul trap [8]. The
ion is cooled, state-prepared and detected by light that is scattered on the strongly
allowed 'Sin - 'Pin transition at 194 nm. The 'Sin ( F = 0, m F = 0) - 2 & - ~ (F = 2, IJIF=
0) electric-quadrupole allowed transition at 282 nm ( T =:
~ 0.09 s) provides the
reference for the optical standard (Fig.1). The natural linewidth of the S-D
resonance is about 2 Hz at 1.064 PHz, and recently a Fourier-transform-limited
) observed [ll]. We lock the frequencylinewidth of only 6.7 Hz ( Q = 1 . 5 ~ 1 0 ' ~was
doubled output of a narrowband and stable 563 nni dye laser [IO] to the narrow S-D
resonance by the method of electron shelving, whereby each transition to the
metastable D-state is detected by the suppression of the scattering of many 194 nm
photons on the strongly allowed S-P transition [ 19,201. The short-term (1-10 s)
fractional frequency instability of the probe laser is I
5x1O-l6, which matches well
to the best stability that is predicted by the shot-noise-lirnited detection of the S-D
transition of a single mercury ion. From Eq. 3, the lowest fractional fre uenc
instability of the single-ion mercury standard is expected to be about 1x10 2''
with a fractional frequency uncertainty that approaches
[ ll]..However, in our
present realization of the Hg optical standard, the stability obtained from locking to
the ion was degraded primarily because the signal contrast was less than 100 % (see
the spectra in Fig. l ) , the probe time was only 20 ms, and there was substantial dead
time between probes of the S-D resonance. Hence, a,(.z)5 2 ~ 1 0 ' 'for
~ averaging
times up to - 30 s (where the laser stability is dominated by the cavity), at which
point q(zjbegan to average down as Y1'2(as the long-term stability was transfcrred
to the ion) [1,11].
I n our next version of thc mercury optical standard, we anticipate
increasing the signal contrast by cooling the ion to the zero-point energy of the
confining potential either wid1 sideband cooling [ 161 or electromagneticallyinduced-transparency (EIT) cooling [21]. Wc also will minimize the dead time by
more rapidly pumping (= 1 ps) into tlic 's~,~,F = o hyperfine state prior to each
probe of the clock transition and by including a short pulse (= I ms) of radiation at
398 nm connccting the bsi2
(17 = 2, mI: = 0) state to the 2 ~ 3 / 2(F = 3) r n n n i f o ~
with
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Figure 1. Quantum-jump absorption spcctn of the *SIn(F=O)+.+ 'Dm(I'=2) AmF = 0 electric-quadmpole
transition and a paxlial energy-lcvcl diagram of IPPHg+with the relevant transitions indicated. A& is the
frequency detuning of the 282 nm probe lascr, and PKis the probability of finding the atom in the ground
stale. The uppcr spectrum is obtained with a Kabi excitation pulse 20 nls long (averagcd over 292
sweeps) and the lower spectrum corrcsponds to an excitation pulse 120 m long (averaged over 46
sweeps). The linewidths arc consistent with the Fourier-trmsfonn limit of the respcctive pulse times [lo].

circularly polarized light to clear out the 'Dsn state after each measurement cycle
[16]. In our present configuration, we wait for the ion to return to the ground state
by spontaneous decay from the melastable D-state. Additionally, we currently probe
the ion's return to the ground state by looking for 194 nm light that is scattered on
the S-P transition. By sweeping out the D-state population after each measurement
cycle, this step can be eliminated. Hence, we expect a dead time per measurement
cycle < 5 ms (dominakd by the slate detection period). With these improvements,
we expect to reach the fractional frequency instability q(@= 1x10. 15 z -112 .
4. The frequency divider

The Hg' standard provides high stability and, potentially, high accuracy, but to

realize a countable clock output we must phase-coherently convert the optical signal
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to a lower frequency. The clockwork that divides the 1.064 PHz optical frequency
to a countable microwave frequency fr is discussed in more detail in these
Proceedings (see S. Diddams et al.) and in Ref. 1. Briefly, our clockwork is based
on a femtosecond laser and a microstructure optical fiber [22,23]. The Ti:sapphire
fcmtosecond ring laser emits a train of pulses at the nominal repetition rate offr = 1
GHz [24]. The rrequency-domain spectrum of the pulse train is a uniform comb of
phase-coherent continuous waves separated byf,. The frequency of the ti'" mode of
this comb is f,,= rlfr+h,[25,26], where fo is the frequency offset common to all
modes that results from the difference between the group and phase velocities inside
the laser cavity [27]. The frequencies fo and f, can be linked to the 563 nm laser
oscillator such that every element of the femtosecond comb, as well as their
frequency separation 5, is phase-coherent with the laser locked to the Hg' standard.
Thus, with no other frequency references as an input, we realize all aspects of a
high-stability, optical atomic clock: a stable laser that is locked to a narrow atomic
reference, arid whose freq tiency is phase-coherently divided down to give a
microwave output that can be recorded with a counter [I].
5. IIigh-stability clock output
The stability of the 532 THz laser should be transferred to each element of the
femtosecond comb, and, thus, 10 the inter-comb spacingf,. We have compared the
stability of fr to the output of a synthesizer that is referenced to a hydrogen maser
for which ~ ~ ( 1 =s )2.5x10-" and demonstrated that the 1-s instability of 5 is no
worse than that of the hydrogen maser [I]. Before we can claim that a microwave
signal with stability matching that of the optical standard can be obtained from the
optical clock, f, needs to be compared to an oscillator with stability significantly
better than that of the hydrogen maser. Nonetheless, we can measure the stability of
the comb i n the optical domain, and thereby infer the expected stability of fr, by
comparing one eleinent of the optical comb to a second optical standard with high
stability. For example, we detected and counted the hcterodync beat signal between
a single clement of the comb at 456 THz and a frequency-stabilized diode laser
locked to the ISo intercombination transition of a laser-cooled ensemble of
calcium atoms [28,29, and see E. Curtis et al. in these Proceedings]. The Allan
deviation of the heterodyne signal between the Hg' stabilized comb and the Castabilized optical standard averages down roughly as 9 ~ 1 0 T
~"'
' ,~ which is
consistent with the expected fractional frequency instability of the Ca standard in its
present configuration. For T > 30 s the instability of the Hg' standard in its present
configuration contributes to the measured instability at approximately the same
level as the Ca standard. Hence, the measured fractional frequency instability
at 100 s [I].
reaches a b u t 1.5 x
It should be noted that for 10 < T < 30 s frequency and phase fluctuations
introduced by the 180 m long optical fiber that transmits the 532 THz light to the
femtosecond system partially degraded the stability observed bctween the Ca,
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standard and the tig-referenced comb. We therefore implemented active
cancellation [30,3I ] of this fiber iioisc arid additionally further improved the signalto-noise in the Ca standard. Data taken under these conditions reveal a fractional
frequency instability of 7 x IO-’’ at T = 1 s [I]. Similar stability in the -1 GHz clock
output remains to be verified.
Finally, when J and fo are detected and counted with respect to tlie
frequency of the hydrogen iiiaser (which acts as a transfer standard to the NlST
realization of the SI second [32]), an absolute measurement of the 199Hg+clock
transition can be macle 1331;j&. = 1 064 721 609 899 143 ( I O ) I-Iz. The statistical
uncertainty of our measureniciits is about +/- 2 Hz, which is due in part to the
fractional frequency instability of tlie maser at our measurement times and in part
by the accuracy determination of the cesium standard. The systematic uncertainty of
+/- IO Hz assigned toh,, is based on theoretical arguments (see below) jn lieu of a
full experimental evaluation. A second I-lg standard has been constructed toward
making a fuIl evaluation.

6. External field shifts to tlic clock transition
While the
( F = 2, ml: = 0) hyperfine component has no
(F = 0 , nil; = 0 ) - 2
linear Zceman shift, i t does have a quadratic Zeeinan shift. In addition there is a
second-order Stark shift ;ind a shift due to the interaction between a stalic electricfield gradient and the D-state atomic electric-quadrupole moment. None of these
shifts has yet k e n measured accurately but their values have recently been
calculated 1341. The fractional frequency uncertainties that might be reasonably
expected for the quadratic Zeenian shift and the second-order Stark shift should be
5
The fractional frequency uncertainty associated with the electric-quadrupole
shift is more difficult to reduce to a negligible value. The atomic quadrupole
moment arises from the departure of the electronic charge distribution of an atom
from spherical symmetry. The interaction of the atomic quadrupole moment with
static external field gradients, such as those that might be generated by static
potentials on the electrodes of an ion trap, is analogous to the interaction of a
nuclear quadrupole moment with the electric-field gradients due to the atomic
electrons. I n principle, a spherical Paul trap should produce no quadrupole shift
since the ion is bound in the pseudo-potential of an inhomogeneous oscillating
electric field and no static electric field is applied. However, patches of stray
charges can give rise to field gradients that might be as large as lo3 V/cm* for a Paul
trap, such as ours, where tlie ring diameter is about 1 mm. For the S-D transition in
199~ig+,
a field gradicnt of that magnitude would give a maxiniuin quadrupole shift
on the order of 1 biz. It was shown in Ref. 34 that the avcrage value of the diagonal
matrix elements of tlie Flaniiltonian describing the interaction of external electricfield gradients wid1 [lie aromic quadrupole moment is zero when the values
correspond l o any thrcc mutually perpcnclicular orientations of the laboratory
quantization axis. Hence the quadrupole sliift can be eliminated from (lie observed
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transition frequency by sequentially orienting a magnetic field of constant
magnitude in each of three mutually orthogonal directions and averaging the
transition frequencies that are measured for each orientation. We also note that
states with zero total angular momentum have no quadrupole shift. For example, the
2Sln (F = 2, mp= 0) - 2D3n(F = 0, mF= 0) hyperfine component in 2"'Hg+, for which
the nuclear spin I = 3/2, has no quadrupole shift [35]. Quarlrupole transitions
without a DC quadrupole shift can be found in several other ions that arc k i n g
studied as potential references for optical clocks [36].

7. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have constructed an optical clock based on the 1.064 PWz (282
nm) electric-quadrupole transition in a laser-cooled, single 1991-Ig+ion. The optical
frequency is phase-coherently divided down to provide a microwave output using a
mode-locked femtosecond laser and a microstructure optical fiber. The short-term
(1 s) instability of the optical output of the clock is measured against an independent
This optically-referenced femtosecond comb
optical standard to be 5 7 x
provides a countable output at 1 GHz, which should ultimately be usable as a
higher-accuracy reference for timescales, synthesis of frequencies from the RF to
the UV, comparison to other atomic standards, and tests of Pundamental propertics
of nature.
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